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Abstract.  A growing body of epidemiologic, experimental and clinical evidence shows that arsenic may exert 

relevant cardiovascular effects with early damage such as endothelial dysfunction. Early biomarkers of 

cardiovascular damage together with markers of exposure, genetic and epigenetic effects, DNA damage, 

apoptosis, oxidative stress remain unexplored and a study is ongoing in Italy. 
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Introduction 

 

Inorganic arsenic and arsenic compounds have been 

classified in Group 1 “carcinogenic to humans” by IARC 

(2004). Both short- and long-term exposure to arsenic can 

cause several health problems. The interest in 

cardiovascular effects of human exposures to arsenic is 

growing. 

 Since the ’90, human exposure at high level of 

arsenic concentration was associated with increased 

incidence of ischemic heart disease and cardiovascular 

mortality (Chen et al., 1996). 

 Associations with hypertension, diabetes mellitus 

and sub-clinic vascular damages such as carotid 

atherosclerosis were also suggested, which may also 

accelerate the incidence of arsenic-mediated induction of 

cardiovascular disorders (States et al., 2009). 

 Chronic exposure to arsenic through drinking water 

or acutely through medical therapy for acute 

promyelocytic leukemia or poisoning (Mumford et al., 

2007; Westervelt et al., 2001; Sanz et al., 2009) is 

associated with cardiovascular abnormalities (States al., 

2009; Wade et al., 2009).  

 Epidemiological, in-vitro end in-vivo experimental 

studies are supporting the endothelial dysfunction effect 

of arsenic exposures. 

 These results, although obtained through indirect 

methods, are reinforced by in-vitro end in-vivo 

experimental studies supporting a potential vascular 

effect of arsenic exposure. These effects may be exerted 

through different cellular and molecular mechanisms, 

which remain unsettled and unexplored. Moreover, 

therapeutic interventions (e.g. vitamin C, B9 and B12, 

alpha-tocopherol, curcumin, resveratrol) have been  

 

 

suggested  to prevent or slow the development of arsenic-

induced organ toxicity and cardiovascular disorders.  

 

Discussion 

 

More studies are needed to clarify the mechanisms 

involved in the induction of arsenic mediated 

cardiovascular disorders in view of preventing hazardous 

exposures and developing novel therapies to protect the 

cardiovascular system. 

 A human biomonitoring study is in progress in Italy, 

on adult population samples recruited in two areas with 

high levels of arsenic due to natural geological 

contamination (Amiata, Tuscany and Viterbo province, 

Lazio) and two areas with presence of arsenic of 

industrial origin (Taranto, Apulia and Gela, Sicily).  

 For each subjects, other than markers of exposure, 

genetic and epigenetic effects, DNA damages, apoptosis, 

cell stress collected in urine and blood, early markers of 

cardiovascular risk are collected. The study protocol 

includes: ECG, carotid ultrasound imaging, intima media 

thickness measurement, echocardiography, particularly to 

quantify the calcification score index that considers aortic 

root sclerosis, aortic valve sclerosis, and mitral annulus 

calcification. 

 These results may provide novel insights on markers 

of cardiovascular arsenic-induced damage and design 

new therapeutic interventions with preventive strategies 

for public health. 
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